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+ What are the Hazardous Weather 
Testbed (HWT) & Spring Experiment? 

Ø Both a facility and an organization 



+HWT Experimental Warning Program 
§  Mission: to improve NWS warning services by bringing together 

forecasters and researchers to evaluate new observing platforms, 
algorithms, and products/services. 

§  Goal: Improve decision support for the prediction of severe 
convective weather at the “warning scale” (0-3 hours) for all WFOs. 

 
Feedback from 
experiments used for 
improvements 
 
Immerse forecasters in a 
research environment 
 
Provide researchers 
information about 
operational requirements 



+The Forecaster’s Operational Week: 
(4-6 NWS forecasters per week, 5-6 weeks) 

§  The 2012 weekly shift schedule: 
•  Mon  Noon-8 pm    Orientation, review products w/PIs 
•  Tue-Thu  Noon-10pm   Sliding 8-hr shift based on Wx   
•  Fri  10a-1p  Debriefing and Storm of the Week (WDTB) 

n Early forecast period:  Issue Target Area Forecast Discussion  
n  GOES-R Nearcast and CI forecasts 
n  High Resolution Model Evaluation 

n Later warning period:  Issue nowcasts/warnings using 
experimental data 
n  GOES-R pGLM product evaluation 
n  3D-Var product evaluation 



+ Creation of the pGLM product  
n  LMA network domains 



+ Creation of the pGLM product  

n  LMA detects VHF radiation emitted as lightning 
propagates 

n  Quality Control:  
n  7 stations, 10 VHF source points per flash 

n  Flash sorting – real-time – from LMA data 

n  Flash Extent Density = Flash Footprint 
Produced every min, real-time -> AWIPS2 

c!(t-ti)!= (x-xi)! + (y-yi)! + (z-zi)! 

(xi,yi,zi,ti) station i  

(x,y,z,t) VHF source 

From Hamlin (2004)



+
Creation of the pGLM product  



+pGLM in AWIPSII – comparison w/NLDN 



+pGLM in AWIPSII – flash rates of severe storms 



+pGLM in AWIPSII – anvil extent & CI 



+
pGLM in AWIPSII – tracks (60 min history) 



+ Real-time Product Integration: “3DVAR, LTG, & Radar”  
 



+pGLM in AWIPSII: Real-time Product Integration 



+Real-time Product Integration: “Ultimate CI”  
 

n  Interrogation preferences 



+Operational Use:  
CI and storm development (5 June 2012) 

MESH 

pGLM & NLDN 

3DVAR updraft 

Ltg Init Density 

2325 UTC 



+Operational Use:  
CI and storm development 

2335 UTC 



+Operational Use:  
CI and storm development 

2345 UTC 



+Operational Use:  
CI and storm development 

2350 UTC 



+Forecaster Feedback 
¨  “I utilized it as a situational 

awareness product and 
then kept a watch on my 
tried and true radar 
practices to issue the 
warning.  The PGLM data 
gave me more confidence 
in my warning.  Which is 
always something that is 
positive.” 

¨  “The total lightning data is an excellent tool for monitoring convection, I 
see much promise for such data in the future, especially since CG strikes 
may be only a small fraction of the total lightning strikes within a given 
storm.” 



+Forecaster Feedback 
n  “Total lightning data 

preceded the CG network 
anywhere from 10-40 
minutes. I was able to 
quickly determine when 
flash rate was significantly 
increasing, and then 
compare with satellite and 
(3DVAR) updraft/downdraft 
parameters for a nice big 
picture.” 

¨  “Coming into the day, I wasn't quite sure when or where to or why to 
use the data, but after using it I really think it has a lot of functionality 
and is useful in warning operations.  I look forward to it as a product 
from the GOES-R.” 



+ Forecaster Feedback 
n  Lightning Safety 

n “We have a lot of users like golf courses and parks that we may 
not be paying attention to, especially for lightning safety in 
stratiform rain regions where people may think that it's just light 
rain... When I'm in warning operations, I get engaged in the base 
radar data and pay less attention to everything else. This may help 
a lot in those situations” 

n “Lightning danger for first and last flash and stratiform rain 
regions...  Provides details on which anvils well downstream of main 
core are electrically active.” 

n  Integration with other products: 
n “When we saw cell mergers there was a rapid increase in flash rate 

over a 5 minute time period and updraft intensity from the 3D-VAR 
analysis” 



+ Forecaster Feedback 
n  Aviation & Fire Weather –  

   Increased operational efficiency 

n  PGLM data can help fill the holes by radar and NLDN. There wont be as 
much surprise by CG lightning 

n  “At a CWSU, [GOESR lightning data] would be huge because you may 
not have any 'ground truth' from CG data with storms that may still 
have tops up to 32k ft and producing IC flashes that you don't want 
planes flying into.” 

n  “From an aviation perspective, especially with a situation where there 
is a line of storms, this would be very useful in increasing situational 
awareness.” 

n  Reduced FAR for airport shutdown   
(e.g., Demetriades, Holle, Hembury) 



+Transfer of data to NWS LBB WFO 
(WTLMA) (Daniel, end of this session) 



+ Improvements due to forecaster 
feedback & new research 

n  Count of total flashes (similar to NLDN) 
 Scales in and out w/forecaster view 



+ Improvements due to forecaster 
feedback & new research 

n  Count of total flashes (similar to NLDN) 
 Scales in and out w/forecaster view 

n  An IC – CG ratio product 

n  5 and 15 min products (in addition to 1 min products) 
n  Compare with ~radar time steps 

n  AWIPS limits the number of frames in a loop, will allow for longer period 
of data interrogation  

n  Update color curves as low flash rates (1-2) can be difficult to see 

n  Visualization of the lightning jump (&/or flash rate trends) (Schultz) 

n  Local Average Flash Area (Bruning, poster) 



+
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Questions: 

n Contact:   Kristin.Kuhlman@noaa.gov 

n Experimental Warning Program:  http://ewp.nssl.noaa.gov/ 

n GOES-R proving Ground:   http://goesrhwt.blogspot.com/ 

n Real-time LMA: 
n http://lightning.nmt.edu/oklma/ 
n http://pogo.tosm.ttu.edu/wtlma/current/ 
n http://branch.nsstc.nasa.gov/PUBLIC/DCLMA 
n http://branch.nsstc.nasa.gov/PUBLIC/NALMA 
 


